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Novel visual acuity charts providing high accuracy of measurements in children 

 

Introduction: The purpose of our investigation was to evaluate the prospects for the novel visual 

acuity charts elaborated at the IITP RAS. In these charts, based on recent theoretical and 

experimental data, we used modified 3-bar targets (M3B) as the optotypes and placed them 

inside background pictures for better functioning of accommodation and oculomotor systems in 

the course of measurements. We called such structure of the charts as “inclusion design”.  

Methods: The accuracy and reliability of visual acuity measurements with our novel charts were 

assessed in two groups of school children – with and without ophthalmopathology (GP and GN).  

For detailed analysis, the groups GN (N=65) and GP (N=65) were divided on younger (7-12 yr.) 

and older (13-18 yr.) subgroups: YGN (N=31) and OGN (N=34); YGP (N=32) and OGP 

(N=33). For comparison, in all these children, we also performed measurements by means of 

standard tumbling E optotypes embedded into the same charts. Thus, each patient was examined 

with M3B and E optotypes in test and retest sessions. Before measurements, all children were 

refracted and given proper optical correction. Examination was conducted both in monocular and 

binocular viewing conditions.  

Results: Inclusion design of the charts provided convenience and noticeable acceleration of the 

measurements in comparison with commonly used designs. In both groups of children, the 

results revealed significantly better test-retest reliability with our novel optotypes – M3B – than 

with tumbling E. The mean test-retest values of binocular visual acuity in the subgroups 

appeared to be: 1.36-1.36 (M3B) and 1.38-1.41 (E) in YGN;  1.60-1.62 (M3B) and 1.62-1.7 (E) 

in OGN; 0.65-0.65 (M3B) and 0.59-0.64 (E) in YGP; 0.68-0.68 (M3B) and 0.62-0.70 (E) in 

OGP. Monocular data demonstrated similar relationship. SDs for the values of individual test-

retest differences were essentially less in the case of the novel optotypes. The average values of 

the test-retest differences demonstrated effect of learning for tumbling E but not for M3B.  

Conclusion: Our novel visual acuity test charts based on modified 3-bar stimuli and having 

inclusion design seems to be promising for regular examining children and monitoring.  




